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Abstract: This paper has a dual focus concerning the use of the mirror in making and viewing Renaissance art. It considers the mirror both as an instrument of artistic practice, and as an emblem of pictorial representation within painting. Inaugurated by Brunelleschi’s great experiment staged at the door of Florence Cathedral on the one hand, and Van Eyck’s *Arnolfini Double Portrait* on the other, a Renaissance art of mimetic resemblance was predicated on a deeply-worked approximation between the mirror reflection and the theory of painting. This close affinity between the mirror and the painting’s surface, as Leonardo’s notes make manifest, underpinned both the theory and practice of Renaissance art as constituted in the studied imitation of visual observation. Thus the mirror reflection became, both within the workshop and within representation, the instrument and the definition of what a painting was.

In his 1568 biography of the Venetian painter Giorgione, Giorgio Vasari described a now-lost or possibly fictive painting by this artist composed of a series of mirrored effects, apparently depicting a male nude seen from behind:

at his feet, a limpid stream of water bearing his reflection.

To one side was a burnished cuirass that the man had taken off, and this reflected his left profile since the polished surface of the armour revealed everything clearly.

On the other side was a mirror reflecting the other profile of the nude figure. This was a very fine and fanciful
idea… greatly praised and admired for its beauty and ingenuity.¹

While the Venetian critic Paolo Pino had twenty years earlier identified the figure as a St George clad in armour, by 1590 G.P. Lomazzo would alter the identity of the figure yet again, transforming it into a female as an allegory of painting:

“Giorgione represented Painting as a nude, reflected in a stream… with a mirror behind her to show her from the back, and a polished cuirass at her side that reflected her in profile.”²

Whether fiction or the description of a lost work of art, the conception fits well into a historical trajectory of pictorial, as well as critical, concerns of the period. For at this moment Renaissance art saw an efflorescence of paintings concerned precisely with the effects of mirrored reflection, represented by mirrors themselves and in a further range of reflective surfaces – armour, pools of mirroring water, and decorative objects such as glass vessels and jewels.³ As Lomazzo’s transformation of the figure’s identity into an allegory of Pittura makes manifest, the mirror reflection in Renaissance art was to become an emblem of the art of painting itself.

Indeed, the depiction of mirrors within Renaissance painting may be said to have articulated a pictorial declaration of art’s very powers of illusion. These inset mirror-images served to remind the viewer that a painting, however persuasive
in its imitation of nature, was in fact a flat surface covered with coloured pigments. As such, the inset mirror within the image acted as an “abrégé du tableau” – a painting in reduction - even as it underscored the analogy between the two. The mirror within the painting was nothing other than the representation of painting within itself, and a metonymy of its own art. It thus acted as a reflexive ‘doubling’ of art, a return of painting on itself. This modality of self-reflection within the work famously defined Michel Foucault’s view of early modern cultural production. In the mirror-within-the-painting Foucault recognized what he termed ‘the enchantment of the double’, which in his view constituted the structuring sign of early modernity. Such emulation of the mirror was, for Foucault, not only a literary preoccupation of the period (the ‘play within the play’), but also a lodestone of its mimetic art, manifest above all in “les miroirs-tableaux”, those works that explicitly displayed their conceptualisation of painting as specular. Further, as Lucien Dällenbach famously argued in a study of the specular double in literature, the painted mirror image in early modern art may be understood as a representation of the art of painting itself. In this regard it was a recollection, within the illusion of the painted surface, of what André Chastel would term “the scenario of painting’s own production”, that is, a depiction of the art of art.
During this same period, the mirror as object became an increasingly common workshop tool, with a range of uses within artistic practice. Chief among these was as an instrument of mimesis. In the pursuit of an ever-more accurate pictorial representation of nature, Renaissance artists turned to the growing supply of mirrors as a means of reflecting, and so pictorializing, the world around them. In the studio, the mirror served as a practice-based device to facilitate the transposition of the visible world of three dimensions into the flat plane of a painting. Its reflected image offered a simulacrum of painting’s field of visible observation to the painter’s study of his subject, already translated into a two-dimensional, pictorial format. Moreover, it rendered the scene in reduced scale, just like a painting. Thus the mirror reflection was both an instrument and a model of the visible world for the painter’s brush. The increasingly prevalent workshop use of the mirror as a mimetic tool may thus be tied to what has been analysed as a greater mechanisation of artists’ methods from the fifteenth century on. This is linked to the changing paradigms of visual imitation that scholars identify as ‘Renaissance’, in which painting was admired for its proximity to a mirror-reflected field of vision. In this context the mirror was but a technology of imitation, to be sure, yet its visual effect was recognized as an equivalent to painting itself.
This essay therefore takes a double focus, between making and viewing, to argue that a Renaissance art of mimetic resemblance was predicated on a deeply-worked approximation between painting and the specular image. The analysis proceeds by singling out particularly pronounced historical manifestations of the mirror analogy in Renaissance and early modern painting, weaving them together with accounts of pictorial experiments with mirror reflections and their elaboration in critical and theoretical treatises of the period. It moves from Brunelleschi’s lost but celebrated reflection-painting at the door of Florence Cathedral (c. 1413-20) to the great Galerie des Glaces at Versailles (1678-84), to argue for an early modern elision of the picture plane with the mirror, which drew together the surface of a painting with the technological means of its own production.

**Mirrors and Mimesis**

The pictorial trope of the mirror’s reflective surface as the sign of painting was, in a Renaissance historiography of art, famously tied to the developing technology of perspective and optics in the story of Brunelleschi’s celebrated experiment at the door of the Florentine cathedral. Standing inside the Duomo looking out at the Baptistery, Brunelleschi painted a panel of the scene framed by the doorway. The panel’s square shape – reported to have been a half *braccio* along each side – was designed to correspond in reduced scale to the view of the
Baptistery as seen through the Cathedral’s double doors, and to match the size of a mirror he used to reflect the scene back to himself. Brunelleschi clearly conceived of the painted panel and the mirror as a pair.\textsuperscript{10} To further the correlation between the panel and the mirror reflection as parallel representations of the view itself, Brunelleschi burnished the sky of his panel with silver. In this way the panel’s upper section was also a reflective surface which, when placed inside the Duomo’s doorway facing outward, would reflect the actual sky with its passing clouds and changes of atmospheric effects. With the mirror in front of the panel and facing towards it, its reflective surface mirrored the painting of the Baptistery and its doubled reflection of the actual, moving, sky. At the centre of his panel Brunelleschi made a small peephole. When the viewer stood inside the Cathedral doors facing out at the view of the Baptistery, as Brunelleschi had done when painting it, and peered through the panel’s peephole from the back, s/he saw the panel’s reflection in the facing mirror, made to look just like the view itself.

In this pictorial experiment, Brunelleschi’s claim was that painting could perfectly reproduce the visible world like a mirror reflection. His motive was to demonstrate the representational accuracy of a mathematically-derived perspective system in painting. He deployed mirror technology to advance that claim through a visible demonstration of it. It allowed the viewer to compare the view through the doorway
with the painted view seen through the peephole, and to find them fully equivalent. The overriding historical importance of the early fifteenth-century development of perspectival rendering in painting has inclined the scholarly literature to subsume Brunelleschi’s great experiment wholly within the narrative of one-point perspective. While acknowledging the central importance of the historic development of perspective for Renaissance art, my interest here is in Brunelleschi’s instrument, the mirror, and its role as a technology of mimesis in the story of Renaissance painting. For the claim that painting could represent the fiction of space on a two-dimensional surface was made by analogy with the mirror.

The history of the glassed mirror as a material object is long and diffuse, marked by incremental technological changes in the history of glass production and in the application of different combinations of liquid metals to a glass surface. Early Renaissance mirrors were made from blown glass which was then silvered and cut to form half-globes. The means of making even small flat panes of glass which could then be silvered into mirrors did not become prevalent until the early sixteenth century, and large sheets of flat glass awaited technological developments in glass-making in the mid to late seventeenth century. Yet a much longer tradition of small, flat reflecting surfaces of polished metal, both circular and square, constituted
the mirrors of the ancient world, as was known across the Renaissance. Steel gave a particularly clear and colourless reflection, and could be tempered into sheets of considerable size. These metal mirrors might also be silvered to increase the reflectivity of the surface finish, as was seemingly the case with Brunelleschi’s panel in its reflection of the sky. Thus the metaphor of the flat squared surface of a painting as mirror-like that Brunelleschi appealed to in his view of the Baptistery was well known across the period. The Renaissance ushered in a newly-insistent approximation between painting and the mirror, yet this drew on a much longer history of their analogy and comparison.

The typology of painting as a mirror already present in Brunelleschi’s experiment deepened with the increased production of mirrors during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. This progressed alongside a growing diffusion of oil paint, whose reflective surface also served to heighten the approximation between a painting and a mirror. The early use of oil sought to form a glistening pictorial surface out of light-reflecting glazes, much like the brilliance of a mirror’s sheen. This new-found specularity of painting was prescient above all in the work of Jan Van Eyck, as Vasari acknowledged, noting its heightened mimetic possibilities particularly in the rendering of lustre and gleam. It is epitomized in his Arnolfini Double
Portrait (1434) whose celebrated perspectival centre concludes in a convex mirror of tondo form. The painted mirror ‘reflects’ conversely between its pictorial and viewing spaces (plate 1).\textsuperscript{14} This small circular mirror rises towards its centre, typifying the blown glass manufacture of the early Renaissance. We see the couple from the front in the painting, while the mirror reflection behind shows them in reduction from the back. In the depths of the mirror we also see another pair of figures facing them, which is somehow strangely us, for they stand in what must be our position as viewers. At the same time, it must also have been Van Eyck’s position as he painted the work, so conflating the painting’s production with its new-found specularity. A metonymy of painting’s art as founded in the study of light and reflection, the Arnolfini mirror is surrounded by a succession of objects that amplify this theme: glass beads, a brass chandelier, the small glass roundels of the mirror’s frame, all studies in the painter’s art of reflection. The detail of the mirror may be seen as an artistic reflection, both literally and metaphorically, on what painting is. Yet it must also have been the means of the painted mirror’s making, Van Eyck surely studying from a mirror reflection in order to paint it. This is further corroborated by the use of oil as a binding medium, so deepening the identification between the pictorial and the specular. Here Van Eyck apparently plays with the nature of the illusion of art, fusing viewer space with the fictive space of the painted mirror.
This most celebrated of mirror images within painting thus reflects on its own status as pictorial representation. The motif of artistic self-reflection is further amplified in Van Eyck’s subsequent depiction of a tiny figure standing at an easel, thought to be himself as he painted, in the shield of St George in his *Virgin and Child with Canon van der Paele* (1436). It is noteworthy that painters and mirror-makers belonged to the same guild in Van Eyck’s Bruges, providing an easy point of transfer between their respective crafts of illusion. It is perhaps also significant that the Dutch term for shield – *schilder* – was commonly used to refer to painting, as Carel Van Mander’s 1604 book on painting titled *Het Schilderboeck* would later make manifest, and which might underlie Van Eyck’s representation of himself painting in the shield of his St George.

According to some scholars the Arnolfini double portrait may have had a painted cover, also attributed to Van Eyck, of a bathing female nude reflected in an inset mirror to show her figure from the side and the front. Now lost, perhaps separated from the double portrait by Arnolfini’s wife herself before her death, the image of this possible painted cover for the portrait is known from copies (*plate 2*). Here a small convex mirror shaped of blown glass, as in the Arnolfini portrait, mirrors the figures as if in a globe. This reflected image was, perhaps, like Giorgione’s lost work of reflections, designed to “confound the sculptors” by showing the figure from multiple viewpoints as if
in the round. For the sculptors had claimed this as proper to their art alone in the great debate of ‘paragone’ or comparison of the arts that structured much Renaissance art criticism. Conversely the painters argued that their art required greater knowledge in order to represent the effects of space, volume, light fall and reflection in a two-dimensional medium. Thus, in his lost work depicting multiple reflecting surfaces with which this essay began, Giorgione used the motif of the mirror to represent the art of painting. For the surface of a painted canvas was just like a mirror, as Brunelleschi had demonstrated, reflecting back to the viewer all that is visible. Thus the painted mirror image was, in this sense, a painting within a painting, both the model and the instrument of its art.

As Van Eyck painted his Arnolfini portrait, Leon Battista Alberti was writing his great theorisation of the art of painting, De Pictura of 1435. Indelibly bound up with the development of one-point perspective as the new structuring logic of the picture plane, Alberti’s treatise famously conceived of painting as an open window “through which I see what I want to paint”. This analogy between painting and an open window is already at play in the depiction of the window within the Arnolfini portrait, and repeated in the reflection of the same window within the painting’s inset mirror. The simile is also at work in Brunelleschi’s conceptualisation of painting as the view through
a doorway, transposed into the reduced size of a mirror. The widespread adoption of the window motif within the Renaissance, as an Albertian paradigm of the nature of painting, would become a parallel to the metaphor of the mirror and an equivalent definition of painting’s art.

At the same time, like his friend Brunelleschi to whom Alberti dedicated the Italian edition of his book, Alberti also understood the picture plane in terms of the technology of its making. He theorized the plane as what he termed the ‘intersection’ between the viewer and subject depicted, which he characterized as a perspectival grid standing at a midpoint between, and intersected by, on the one side the viewer’s rays of vision and on the other the converging lines of pictorial space. In his practice he advocated the use of a framed grid or squaring device to embody his conceptualisation of the intersection, which in effect became the technological means of conceptualising a work of art. Standing between the artist’s eye and the object to be depicted, this grid was just like a window. By this means the artist could frame the composition, using it to transpose her/his perception of the world into two dimensions. S/he constituted this workshop-based device out of a transparent veil of very finely woven cloth like muslin, marked out by parallel lines in a larger thread:
Nothing can be found, so I think, which is more useful than that veil which among my friends I call an intersection. It is a thin veil, finely woven, dyed whatever colour pleases you and with larger threads [marking out] as many parallels as you prefer. This veil I place between the eye and the thing seen…. This veil can be of great use to you…. The veil will greatly aid you in learning how to paint….¹⁹

Like Brunelleschi’s mirror, Alberti’s intersection was both an instrument of artistic production, and a virtual simulacrum of the work of art in the making. The conflation of the picture plane with the workshop instruments of a mimetic art heightened the proximity between painting as representation, and the processes of its own production. The inset mirror, as both a metaphor and an instrument of the art of painting, directly articulated this correlation.

Elsewhere, like Brunelleschi, Alberti also conceived of painting as a mirror, for he traced the invention of painting to the myth of the beautiful youth Narcissus who fell in love with his own reflection in a watery pool. Becoming so enamoured that he reached out to embrace this image of himself, he was pulled into the water which, in Ovid’s poetic version of the story in the Metamorphoses, was the origin of the narcissus plant. In
Alberti’s retelling, the myth refers instead to the origins of painting, where the boy’s reflection was the sign of art:

I say among my friends that Narcissus who was changed into a flower, according to the poets, was the inventor of painting. Since painting is already the flower of every art, the story of Narcissus is most to the point. What else can you call painting but a similar embracing with art of what is presented on the surface of the water in the fountain?20

Long after Alberti, Caravaggio would pictorialize the myth of Narcissus and his embrace of the mirror reflection in the surface of the shimmering pool. The canvas in question represents both the boy and the reflection he gazes at (plate 3).21 The love that Narcissus sought was more than an image, it was a mimetic translation of his three-dimensional self onto a two-dimensional surface. In this lay its art as well as its lure – it looked just like him, yet was in fact a composition of glistening ribbons of colour on the flat surface of the water, as if a painting. The mirroring effects within Caravaggio’s work stand as an emblem of this painter’s art of realism, advancing the claim of this artist who famously purported to ‘paint what I see’.22

In terms of both representation and of process, Caravaggio’s Narcissus was bound up with the analogy of painting as a mirror. Like Brunelleschi’s panel, Caravaggio’s
Narcissus would also appear to have been conceived through the use of mirrors as the technology of its artistic production. Here the artist seemingly worked from a model placed before two flat mirrors situated with one perpendicular to the other. One mirror was laid flat to capture the reflection of the boy in the ‘water’, the other upright for the depiction of the youth leaning over the ‘pool’. Among his otherwise meagre possessions listed in an inventory of Caravaggio’s property dating to 1605 were two mirrors, one large, and one convex. Giovanni Baglione, an artist himself and one of Caravaggio’s early biographers, observed that this artist commonly painted his figures by studying his own reflection in a mirror. This testimony regarding the use of mirrors within Caravaggio’s working practice is one that scholars of the period acknowledge as widespread.

Since the cleaning of Caravaggio’s Uffizi Bacchus in 1922 the fine detail in the reflections depicted in the carafe have become clearly visible (plate 4). Mina Gregori here observed “the reflected head… of a male who wears a contemporary costume with a white collar; there also seems to be a painting seen from the back, as though on an easel.” Both versions of Caravaggio’s Boy bitten by a lizard similarly suggest the reflection of a window in the carafe of water, with the intimation of the room in which the work was painted, as in the Arnolfini mirror image of the room depicted in the painting. In
Caravaggio’s attentive art of visible realism, he seemingly rendered a reflection of himself and his surroundings as he worked on the Uffizi Bacchus. Through the prism of the reflective glass carafe, Caravaggio pictorialized his own artistic process in front of a mirror whose reflection he could then transpose onto the canvas. This suggestion furthers the intimation of a heightened proximity between painting and specularity, both in representation but also, crucially, in painting’s depiction of its own production. The reflected images in Boy bitten by a lizard also suggest the painter’s studio, lending further credence to Caravaggio’s use of the mirror as a technology for translating visual observation into art. Thus Alberti’s story of the origins of painting in the pool of Narcissus had its practice-based counterpart. In the studio, the mirror was the artist’s instrument for transposing the visible world into the two-dimensional surface of painting. In representation, the mirroring surface inset within the painting became the locus for the reflected depiction of its own production.

The study of mirror reflection in the art of Vermeer is most clearly defined in his Music Lesson (plate 5). The mirror that hangs above the virginals reflects not only the face and bust of the woman who plays the instrument but also, at the top of the image, the legs of the artist’s easel. Thus the reflection intimates the painter’s presence. Vermeer’s Allegory of Painting and his Allegory of Faith, like the Music Lesson, also
pictorialize the ‘scenario of their own production’, albeit in very different ways. This is explicit in the *Allegory of Painting (plate 6)* where the painter stands at his easel in the act of painting the model before him; while in the *Allegory of Faith (plate 7)* we also see the artist at work before a canvas, but here in the miniaturising reflection of the blown globe of clear glass that hangs from the timbered ceiling.26

The practical use of the mirror as a mimetic aide in painting surely adopted by Vermeer was one that Leonardo had much earlier counselled in the notebooks he kept throughout his working life.27 With the intention of assembling them as a series of treatises on various aspects of his art, these included a discussion of the mirror as a simulacrum of painting, but also of its instruction:

> How the mirror is the master of painters:
> You should take the mirror as your master, that is a flat mirror, because on its surface things in many ways bear a resemblance to a painting. That is to say, you see a picture which is painted on a flat surface showing things as if in relief: the mirror on a flat surface does the same. The picture has but one surface and the mirror the same.28
Leonardo so fused painting with the reflection of the mirror that elsewhere he urged the painter to “liken his mind to its surface”.29 Across his notes, made over many years, his thoughts encompassed a wide-ranging and varying analogy between the mirror and the canvas. Most profoundly he understood the mirror as a parallel form to painting in its ability to render the illusion of all visible things in its reflecting sheen. Vasari had noted Leonardo’s extensive experiments with mirrors as part of his interest in science and technology, and also his extraordinary use of reversed or ‘mirror’ writing throughout his notebooks made over some twenty-five years.30 In his artistic practice and scientific experiments, as in his writing, the mirror served Leonardo as an instrument and as a model to transpose the world into the visual field.

Elsewhere, Leonardo touched on the related issue of artistic memory, predicated on imitation, which he understood as a compendium of ‘mirror’ reflections. That is, he advocated training the artist’s visual memory through repeated copying. This he advised through the use of an “exemplar traced on to a thin flat plane of glass. Place this on top of the drawing you have done without the exemplar, and note carefully where the tracing does not match up with your drawing.”31 Leonardo’s glass exemplar was made from a flat pane, like a window or a sheet mirror, on which he could trace the outlines of what he saw, to compare with his drawing on paper. A sketch among his
notes in the Codex Atlanticus illustrates the technological means of this form of artistic translation (*plate 8*). Here an artist draws after an armillary sphere by looking through a transparent pane of glass. By this means he transposes the perception of the third dimension into two-dimensional representation. Collectively, Leonardo’s notes on the mirror and the glass pane theorize their conceptual equivalence with painting in relation to their practical use as technologies of imitation. This in turn drew on his larger interests in optics, the science of reflected light, and the relationship between reflection and vision. Through his practice and in his notes, Leonardo thus drew together by analogy the window with the mirror, likening them both to painting.

**The Picture Plane**

As Leonardo was collecting his notes for an intended treatise on painting, Dürer was preparing his multi-volume work on artistic measurements, the *Underweysung der Messung*, (1525). This treated the geometry of figural forms in art, and specifically the representation of complex volumes, in the two-dimensional medium of drawing. Aptly described as a revolving door in its accommodation of theory with practice, it familiarized “coopers and cabinet-makers with Euclid and Ptolemy… [and] professional mathematicians with what may be called workshop geometry.” As with Brunelleschi’s mirror, Alberti’s grid, and
Leonardo’s glass exemplar, which Dürer surely knew, this technological apparatus was the means for translating the appearance of volumes into two dimensions. At the close of the volume he included a plate depicting an artist drawing after a three-dimensional object through the use of various glass pane instruments (*plate 9*). In the first illustration, a draughtsman draws the outline of a vase onto an upright sheet of glass framed like a picture, or indeed a window, using also a sighting device to keep the position of the viewing eye constant. Like a preparatory drawing, the outline on the glass forms the first stage in the artistic translation of the world into the flat field of a painting. As with Leonardo’s description and sketch of his glass exemplar, Dürer’s illustrations visibly demonstrate the use of a range of optical devices in Renaissance artistic practice to facilitate the translation of observed volume and space into the illusion of drawing or painting. This would culminate in the extensive range and development of optical and perspectival devices described by Galileo’s friend and fellow artist-mathematician Ludovico Cigoli in his *Trattato pratico*, which illustrated the growing complexity and elaboration of artists’ technologies originating in Dürer’s glass and grid. In this vein Dürer’s second illustration is particularly instructive. It shows a draughtsman seated at a table with a large sheet of squared paper before him on which he has begun to draw. However his eyes do not follow his hand at this moment; rather, he looks through a
sighting device onto an upright framed grid surely similar to Alberti’s ‘intersection’, whose squares correspond to those on the artist’s sheet of paper below. Looking through the grid to what lies beyond it, we/the artist observe a life-size female nude awkwardly recumbent across the further half of the table, seemingly a sculpture. Clearly, the artist is using the framed grid to establish within its squares where each part of this female anatomy lies, in order to transpose it onto the squares of his paper. Again, the framed viewing device – in this instance a grid – acts as the method of artistic translation from three into two dimensions. As Dürrer stressed in his notes, the framed grid enabled the artist to alter the scale, rendering the imitation either larger or smaller, as wished.\(^{37}\) Here Alberti’s celebrated metaphor of the picture plane as a ‘window’ or intersection becomes a working instrument.\(^{38}\) The workshop technologies of Dürrer’s craft are thus fully entwined with the broad conceptualisation of painting as a window or mirror, as Brunelleschi had demonstrated, and Alberti and Leonardo had theorized.\(^{39}\) What we witness in Dürrer’s prints is the practice-based, technological counterpart to a Renaissance theory of mimesis.

Elsewhere Alberti advocated the use of a mirror as a controlling/corrective device, as Leonardo later also did, understanding it as a kind of surrogate or heightened reproduction of the work under judgment:
A good judge for you to know is the mirror. I do not know why painted things have so much grace in the mirror. It is marvellous how every weakness in a painting is so manifestly deformed in the mirror. Therefore things taken from nature are corrected with a mirror.\textsuperscript{40}

If Alberti’s story of Narcissus represented painting’s claim to the mimetic powers of the mirror, the use he advocated within practice was related in concept but different in its practical orientation. Here he commended the mirror as an instrument of comparison and judgment, using it to reflect back the painting in progress so as to make adjustments and corrections. Renaissance workshop technologies such as the mirror were commonly deployed as a means of verifying, even authenticating, a mimetic paradigm of art.\textsuperscript{41} Alberti’s concern was to test through comparison with the mirror reflection the depiction of relief in painting, rendered through the judicious application of white and black to give the illusion of highlight and shadow and so of volume. Leonardo also advocated using the mirror this way, but he integrated it more profoundly into the ongoing development of a painting, deploying it to reflect the subject of representation in order to transcribe it onto the canvas in much the same way that Alberti and Dürer’s artists worked from what they saw through the squaring device. In Leonardo’s practice the mirror
would increasingly come to take the place of the grid. Further, the dimming reflection of the Renaissance mirror offered the artist a reduction of local colour into a unifying scale of tonal gradations. This specular shift in means and technology may be joined to Leonardo’s broader reconceptualization of perspective as atmospheric as well as linear, and so of the art of painting itself. ⁴²

The Self Portrait

The conjoined functions of the squaring device with the mirror in the years around 1500 take on a particular significance with the historical emergence of self-portraiture. Here the use of the mirror as the technology of a mimetic process was clearly instrumental to the development of the genre. Dürer and Parmigianino’s early self-portraits brilliantly seed this historical trajectory. These works have long been recognized as pivotal not only for the history of art but for the definition of Renaissance culture itself.⁴³

Dürer’s earliest self-portrait drawing as a child, to which, forty years later, he ascribed a date of 1484 (plate 10), inaugurated a sequence of portrayals of himself in both drawing and painting that span his career. In his mature annotation of the drawing Dürer ascertained not only its status as a self-portrait, but also that the technology of its making was a mirror reflection: “This I fashioned after myself out of a mirror in the
year 1484 when I was still a child. Albrecht Dürer:” The
drawing itself is the size of a Renaissance mirror, further
testament to the implied equivalence between them. By this
means Dürer sought to ensure the drawing’s transmission to
historical memory, as Joseph Koerner has argued, in an act of
gedächtnus long subsequent to the drawing itself. For the
destiny of this drawing by a child was not foreseen at the
moment of its making; it may rather be linked to a portrait of the
same year of Dürer’s father, the Nurenbeg goldsmith. While
Dürer the Elder holds a small silver statuette as the emblem of
his art, the young artist’s hand is instead held in what is surely
an act of ‘sizing’. With his fingers he gauges the dimensions of a
detail of his body as seen in the mirror to capture it accurately in
his drawing.

Parmigianino’s early self-portrait of 1525 (plate 11) is,
like the Dürer drawing, the work of a young adolescent, dating
to the same moment as Dürer’s later inscription of 1484. Vasari
tells us that the young Parmigianino painted it as an artistic
introduction to papal circles in a display of skill in the
observation of reflections. Here Parmigianino rendered his
image on a convex panel he had fabricated to the same
dimensions as the convex mirror in which he studied his face, so
reinforcing the visual equivalence between them. The image
meticulously observes the distortions of the mirror’s reflection
caused by the rise of the blown glass. This is particularly
pronounced in the lozenge-shaped window on the upper left, recognisably that of a reflection in a spherical mirror; and in the exaggerated size of the artist’s hand in the foreground. Thus the image conflates the mirror, which constitutes the technology of the painting’s production, with the material form of the panel on which it is painted. In a doubled play with this conceptualisation of the painting as a mirror image, it also severs the two. To the right side of the painting we see the edge of a tondo-shaped frame, surely the mirror from which Parmigianino, according to Vasari, had worked. This has the effect of recalling to mind the temporal processes of the painting’s production, for we seem to witness the artist studying the canvas on which he paints having just turned from looking in the mirror to observe what he means to depict. The painting is both the reflection in Parmigianino’s round mirror, and the canvas that he has just completed, caught between viewing and making in what Michael Fried has identified as a core modality of the reflexive structure of early modern art.47

A red chalk self-portrait drawing by Pontormo that dates from the same time as the Parmigianino and the Dürer inscription shows a similar pictorial fusion between the mirror and the drawing, between viewing and making (plate 12).48 Here Pontormo stands in a three-quarter profile pose. With his lower arm he draws himself on a sheet of paper directly in front of him, placed just outside the image to the right. The other hand
extends forward towards the surface of the picture plane, seemingly touching it with the tips of his fingers. The lower fingers are loosely curled into the fist, while the index finger and thumb extend forward in a gesture of sizing. His gaze is directed towards the tips of those fingers. Like Dürer’s early self-portrait drawing, Pontormo is apparently measuring what he sees in a mirror, his fingers spanning a detail in a kind of judgment of hand and eye. Pontormo would seem to practice Michelangelo’s famed giudizio dell’occhio, that the artist’s true compass should lie in the judgment of the eye, rather than depending on the devices and grids that Dürer had elaborated for craftsmen in his treatise on measurement, also of 1525. As the study of a reflection in a flat mirror Pontormo’s image is reversed, with the consequence that the drawing hand appears to be left but in fact would have been right. Like the Parmigianino, a bifurcation is at play in the pictorial logic of the composition. On the one hand, there is an elision of the drawing with the mirror, in its representation of what Pontormo saw. On the other hand, we understand the drawing as a process occurring to the right of this sheet as we regard it. Thus its temporal structure moves from mirroring to drawing, so pictorializing the means of its own production. We find a similar pictorial strategy in Artemisia Gentileschi’s Self-portrait as an Allegory of Painting of the late 1630s, which speaks to the continuing significance of this specular conception of painting, in both representation and
process, across the century divide (plate 13). The image shows Artemisia in the act of painting. The canvas is before her, her right hand holding a brush raised and about to mark the surface, while in her left hand she holds a palette. But like the Pontormo drawing, her gaze is directed beyond the edge of the canvas to what is surely a mirror in which she studies her reflection before applying her paint. Here too, the absent mirror is both the instrument and the matrix of representation. Artemisia paints the process of her portrait’s own production.

**The Mirror of Venus**

Turning back to an earlier historical moment in the relation between painting and its conceptual resemblance to the mirror, circa 1500 marked a newly intensified approximation between them that extended beyond self-portraiture to other genres. Weaving together the history of mirror-making with the representation of mirrors in art, both saw a distinct increase in production in the early years of the sixteenth century, and particularly in Venice, long the centre for glass-making on which mirror manufacture depended. The expanding production of mirrors as a luxury commodity in Venice had a direct parallel for the theory and practice of *cinquecento* painting, where the representation of mirrors also flourished.

Representation of a mirror within painting was most often coupled with a depiction of the female form, and particularly the
female nude. Two closely related paintings stand at the inception of the genre, a late work by Giovanni Bellini on a small wood panel, and a somewhat larger canvas by his pupil, the young Titian, that scholars have dated to the same moment. Bellini painted a young woman holding a small looking glass through which she views her hair by means of a further mirror on the wall behind her (plate 14). The view of the back of the head reflected in the mirror on the wall is, of course, the view that the subject herself observes in the small glass she holds in front of her. Like Brunelleschi’s lost panel, the picture calls into play the motif of the mirror as an instrument of observation and as a ‘painting within a painting’, that is, both a direct reflection on artistic practice and a metaphor of painting’s specular art. The force of the picture lies precisely in its doubled structure,signifying both its status as representation and the mirror technology of its own production.

In turn Titian depicted a young woman whose loose hair falls across her shoulder to her waist, which she also tends by means of a doubled mirror reflection. At her side a young man steadies a gilt-framed convex mirror with his left arm while holding up a smaller rectangular mirror in his right hand (plate 15). The woman gazes at her face in the small mirror which, as with the Bellini, is seen only from the reverse side. Here she must also see her reflection from the back, like the viewer. In the mirror we can trace the dim outline of her head and
shoulders set just under the strong reflection of what appears to be a window, casting its light on her face from the left. To her side in the reflection-image is the profile of the man holding the mirrors, with his arms extended to suggest both an embrace and the act of painting.

Sometimes simply termed paintings of *belle donne*, these works of the Venetian *cinquecento* of female beauties enhanced by their mirror reflection approach the typology of a Toilet of Venus. This subject also new to *cinquecento* art similarly connected the mirror reflection and the female nude as conjoined allegories of the beauty of art.\(^ {54}\) The rich issue of this pictorial tradition also lies behind Lomazzo’s re-attribution of Giorgione’s lost work of reflections as a female nude, and the allegory of *pittura*, with which this essay began.

Such play with the viewer’s attention by means of the painted mirror reflection was something that Velazquez, some 150 years after Giorgione, also observed in paint. His study of Venetian painting, through his travels in Italy and through his position as keeper of the Spanish Royal collections, included a now-lost Toilet of Venus and her mirror reflection by Titian.\(^ {55}\) Velazquez’s knowledge of this pictorial tradition, and of Titian in particular, informed his own great painting of Venus at her mirror c. 1650 (*plate 16*).\(^ {56}\) A reclining female nude seen from behind, Velazquez’s rendition is unusual as a Venus without
jewels, her identity instead manifest in the beauty of her form and colour alone. At the heart of the painting’s composition lies the reflecting surface of a mirror, its frame echoing that of the painting itself. The mirror captures the face of Venus centrally within its shimmering surface, depicting this female body from the front which the spectator would not otherwise see. Yet the mirror reflection remains the least-resolved aspect of this celebrated painting, presenting the viewer with a series of optical conundrums. The reflection is apparently misaligned, for the angle of the mirror should properly reflect us rather than Venus. As this is so, this image within its courtly viewing context suggested a flattery of the viewer as either a Venus herself, or as the goddess’s lover. The ambiguity was surely intended, with the intimation that the circuit of gazes include Venus regarding the viewer as well as the viewer regarding Venus. Notable also are the differences in paint surfaces. While a rich creamy impasto is consistently applied across the majority of the canvas, in comparison the mirror is rendered with a thinner, more fleeting application of paint through which the mid-tone of the ground and the canvas weave remain visible. Its sketchy surface finish is that of a painting in progress. Thus the mirror reflection becomes a further variation of the artist’s subject – his art. But the mirror is also the painter’s viewing instrument, as this painting so brilliantly declares. If this is so then Velazquez’s contrast between the smoothly modelled
surface of the body and the sketchiness of the mirror suggests a considered critical engagement with a theory of practice. The polished body figures painting as representation, while the *alla macchia* reflected image of the face stages the mode of its production. Like the reflection of the studio in Caravaggio’s carafe, this reflective image represents both the acme of early modern pictorial illusion and a view into its making. As court art, the painting’s conceit is its artfulness, and it is in this, the play of its pictorial illusionism, that its status as a meta-image resides. Nowhere might this be more so than in a rendition of Venus and her mirror as conjoined signs of the beauty of art and the technology of its making, and thus a commentary on what a painting is.

The early modern preoccupation with a mirroring art, in which paintings acted as if reflections of themselves, was to become a leitmotif of the seventeenth-century court. Within the early modern palace interior, display of art in princely galleries would, over the century, include ever-larger mirrors alongside painting and sculpture, as equivalent pictorial fields of vision. In the mirror the surrounding artworks would be seen again in reflection. Improved mirror-making technology now made possible the manufacture of extensive flat mirrors that could occupy the place of painted wall panels. This new decorative order of the early modern court would culminate in Versailles’
most celebrated *Galerie des glaces* (plate 17).\(^ {58}\) Here, facing mirrors produced a cascading play of reflection that Foucault famously recognized as the cultural paradigm of early modernity. New to the scale and grandeur of the palace interior, the unfolding reflections of facing mirrors was an effect that Leonardo had of course already noted in his study of optics some 150 years before:

> Now the first [mirror] being reflected in the second carries to it its own image together with all the images reflected in it, among these being the image of the second mirror, and so it continues from image to image on to infinity, in such a way that each mirror has an infinite number of mirrors within it, each smaller than the last, and one inside another.”\(^ {59}\)

If Versailles was the magnificent culmination of this genre of display, decoration with mirrors of ever-greater dimensions was already diffuse in early modern palace decoration. The Alcázar then had a Hall of Mirrors, (destroyed by fire in 1734) whose decoration with paintings Velázquez had orchestrated in the 1630s, as visible in a portrait by Juan Carreño de Miranda of Charles II of Spain depicted in front of a mirror in this hall (plate 18).\(^ {60}\) Presumably the portrait intentionally mirrored the actual décor of the hall with its depiction of richly ornamented
mirrors framed by gilt lions and eagles as the symbols of kingship. Within the hall the representational force of the portrait would have worked like a further mirror, seemingly reflecting back the room in which it hung and so multiplying the effects of its surroundings. In this regard it manifests a further type of portrait, in addition to the example of the self-portrait, that is bound to the motif of the mirror. It extends the genre to encompass the study of the mirror reflection within painting more broadly, in a specular doubling of both painted and architectural space, and of the production of painting within its own representational field.

Some five years after the Rokeby Venus Velázquez painted his great court portrait and culminating mirror image work, *Las Meninas* (plate 19). At a first level of signification it represents the Spanish infanta or princess at play with her maids of honour while Velázquez paints. The room depicted in fact served as the artist’s studio at the Alcázar palace. Much of the painting’s renown, however, rests on its conceptualisation as a mirror-image that multiplies the artifice of its reflexive illusion serially, the study of which has dominated the extensive scholarly literature on this work. At the same time it reflects on its own production, and on the central place of mirrors within that process. An inventory of Velázquez’ possessions housed in his rooms at the Alcázar at his death includes not only a library with
a substantial number of books on optics, perspective and the sciences of projection, but also a number of optical devices used in artistic practice, including glasses, and ten mirrors of various sizes and types. Undoubtedly, Las Meninas drew on the Arnolfini double portrait with its inset mirror, a painting Velazquez would have known well as it was then part of the Hapsburg collection in Madrid and under his aegis as keeper of the royal paintings.

On the back wall of Las Meninas, displayed alongside a group of paintings, hangs a mirror, picked out by the shimmer of light across its surface and most intensely at its bevelled edge. In the reflecting surface of this mirror we see what Velazquez’s fellow court artist Antonio Palomino identified for us as the King and the Queen. The reflection implies the presence of the royal couple before the canvas, in the space of the viewer, but also of Velazquez as he painted this work. They are surely the subject of Velazquez’ large easel painting within the painting. As viewers, however, we see this canvas from the back. Through the mirror Velazquez reveals to the viewer what he also withholds – his art. The complexity of mirror images at play pulls the viewer into the labyrinth of reflections that this painting seems to contain within it. As well as the mirror depicted within the painting, there is also the implication of a further mirror within this work – the mirror that Velazquez used to paint his self-portrait. By means of a mirror, Velazquez paints
a mirror-as-painting within the painting, which reflects the painting’s subjects along with the easel on which he works. As a portrait of the artist at work in the company of the Infanta, the mirror reflection that *Las Meninas* holds within it is a portrait-within-a-portrait, as the canvas-within-the-canvas on which Velazquez paints must also be. The painted mirror that is at the same time a royal portrait hangs on a wall of further paintings-within-the-painting, which makes of it a picture gallery-within-a-gallery of the royal collection in which, then as now, it surely hung. If the paint surface of this mirror reflection double portrait is sketchy in comparison with the rest of the canvas, it is fitting, for it reflects a painting in the process of its making. Here reflecting what is apparently represented on the artist’s canvas, the metaphor of the inset mirror within the painting is direct. Distinct from the miniaturised details of Caravaggio’s carafe or Vermeer’s glass globe, this reflexive vision of art as a mirror is central to the work. As a summation of the pictorial trajectory of the Renaissance ‘*miroire-peinture*’, *Las Meninas* declares itself the mirror of art. Thus *Las Meninas* recalls the long history of the painted mirror reflection to argue that a painting may indeed be a perfect double with the mirror technology of its own production.
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